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1. Independent Chair’s Foreword 
 

This neighbourhood plan aims to shape a better Castle Vale, a community of 10,000 situated 
in East Birmingham, for those who live, work and benefit from the range of services and 
amenities it provides. Our vision is to create a healthier, happier, greener, safer and more 
prosperous neighbourhood and to contribute to the future success of Birmingham and the 
West Midlands. 

This neighbourhood plan seeks to continue the journey of improvement for Castle Vale taking 
into account changes in the policy and economic environment. 

Our new plan will operate over a 12-year horizon setting out clear policy priorities for investors 
and agencies operating in and beyond Castle Vale. Our overriding priority will be to make a 
difference on child poverty – our calculation is that there are more than 1,000 children living 
in poverty in Castle Vale equivalent one in ten of the neighbourhood’s residents.  This is 
unacceptable and, whilst this is not dissimilar to some other areas in Birmingham, with our 
plan, partners and work to date, we have an opportunity in Castle Vale to do something about 
it.  This is our clarion call and we will relentlessly seek to deliver on this commitment.  

So what can be done? One option is for partners to retreat into individual organisational silos 
and try to manage as best as possible.  

This is not the option we have laid out in this new neighbourhood plan.  

We intend to continue our tradition of neighbourhood-based and community-led regeneration 
by working in partnership and relying on our strengths. We aim to kick start a new phase of 
neighbourhood regeneration building on what has worked to date, adapting to meet the 
challenges of a differing funding landscape and working to shape a better future for Castle 
Vale.   

Finally, we are committed to delivering actions across this neighbourhood plan’s four themes 
of Economy, Community, Environment, and Health and Wellbeing. And we welcome all those 
who want to join us on this pathway of a dozen years of sustained neighbourhood 
regeneration to make for a better Castle Vale.  

Jack Dromey, M.P. and Independent Chair, Castle Vale 

Neighbourhood Partnership Board   
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2. The Neighbourhood Plan – Summary of Approach  

 

 

3. Background to the Neighbourhood Plan 

Purpose of the Neighbourhood Plan 

The Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership Board (Neighbourhood Partnership) is one of the 
few remaining partnership bodies working at a neighbourhood level. It brings together 
agencies from the public, not for profit, community and private sector to work with the local 
community.  

One of the main charitable purposes of the NPB is to develop a neighbourhood plan and to 
facilitate partnership working to deliver its priorities and action plan.  

Our analysis has shown that health and economic indicators have continued to underperform 
compared with the Birmingham city average and may have deteriorated from the position 
recorded in 2005.   

In response to this the Neighbourhood Partnership recognised in 2015 that there was an 
urgent need to make changes to the 2011 plan for the remainder of its delivery period until 
2020. And after agreeing changes to the plan priorities, it later concluded in 2017 that a root 
and branch review was required set out a course for a new long-term plan from 1st January 
2018.  

So this new plan will draw on what has worked to date; but it will also identify new 
opportunities and approaches with a longer term delivery horizon that can kick start Castle 
Vale’s third phase of neighbourhood regeneration.  

Of course, the plan by itself will not achieve anything. Rather, it has to be a tool and guide to 
shape and show how different partners and the community work can work together to make 

Castle Vale Neighbourhood Plan 2018-30

A long-term approach across four three year planning cycles.

Vision

Working for a healthier, happier, greener and more proseperous neighbourhood, positively 
contributing to Birmingham and the West Midlands and seeking to tackle child and family poverty.

Strategy

Create a stronger link between the local community and local jobs market, targeted support and 
enablement for vulnerable families, communicating opportunities to invest with city and regional 
plans and accessing funding to support neighbourhood projects.  

Outcomes

Make headway in eradicating child and family poverty, enable resdients to access quality housing  
and employment opportunities, maintain improvements on community safety and the 
environment, and create strong and active communities.
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a difference and add value to the services and initiatives they each carry out on a day-to-day 
basis.  

The Structure and Format of the Neighbourhood Plan

The neighbourhood plan is structured in three parts:  
 
1) The background, plan development, context and the vision, strategy and first year 

projects.  
2) The neighbourhood plan and how it will turn the vision and priorities into outcomes and 

reality.  
3) A list of the documents and research accessed used in developing the neighbourhood plan.   

This section 

4. Developing the Neighbourhood Plan  

 
Introduction  

The Neighbourhood Partnership agreed to develop a new long-term approach to the 
neighbourhood plan in September 2017 through a partner workshop including the 
development process, the broad themes and objectives and the engagement and consultation 
process. Upon agreement the work started on analysing available data and commissioning the 
community research; this started detailed discussions with partners on the delivery themes 
around emerging priorities and ideas. The diagram below summarises how the neighbourhood 
plan has been developed through five broad phases over the last 12 months:

 

 

 

 

  

1. Agree to adopt a new long 
term plan with ambition to 

go live with this  from 
January 2018

2. Review previous plans, 
needs and opportunities

3. Review relevant plans at 
neighbourhood, city and 

regional level

4. Engage partners and the 
wider community in 

developing prioirties and 
ideas for action

5. Draft plan in appropriate 
formats for partners and the 
community, consult further 

and agree the plan 

Commented [KW1]: Necessary? Could be shorter? 
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Analysis of Needs  

In creation of this plan we have looked at a wide range of data sources to analyse the needs 
of Castle Vale. There were limitations in this process due to the location of data and the 
geographical level at which it is available i.e. Tyburn Ward or Birmingham as a whole. There 
is an overview of findings below with further information provided in the full length version of 
the plan.  

 Castle Vale has a higher proportion of young people (under 25 years of age) than the 
England average and also a slightly higher proportion of those aged 65 and over.  Numbers 
in both categories increased between 2001 and 2011.  

 Castle Vale’s population is less diverse than Birmingham’s in terms of ethnicity, religion 
and housing tenure with 83% of residents classing themselves as White British and 56% 
of homes in the area being socially rented sector, more than double the proportion in 
Birmingham as a whole.  

 There are low levels of population turnover and a significant proportion of residents have 
lived there for many years.  It is a popular social housing destination with almost 600 on 
the waiting list in 2017. 

 Lone parents figure prominently in Castle Vale.  Lone parents with dependent children 
made up 18% of all of Castle Vale’s households compared with 12% for Birmingham and 
more than twice the 8% for England.  

 The proportion of children living in poverty is high. The ward percentage of children living 
in poverty after fuel costs is 40%. If we apply this to the area of Castle Vale, probably a 
conservative assumption to make, then there are over 1,000 children living in poverty in 
Castle Vale. 

 Castle Vale faces some of the highest levels of multiple deprivation and poverty in England 
with three of the six small geographical areas that make up the neighbourhood being in 
the 5% most deprived areas in England as measured by the 2015 Index of Multiple 
Deprivation (IMD).  

 The detailed indicators, which make up the IMD point to the greatest areas of concern 
being around education and skills, income, employment and health.  Reducing crime, 
however, remains a continued success story for Castle Vale although there are some areas 
of concern more recently. 

 Unemployment and worklessness, and in particular youth unemployment, are a much 
bigger issue than for the country as a whole. 

 Lack of qualification or relatively low qualification levels and a mismatch of skills contribute 
to the high levels of unemployment and relatively low incomes. 

 Castle Vale is subject to health inequalities with high proportions finding their day-to-day 
activities limited by poor health and with lower life expectations.  Health issues of particular 
concern are obesity, diabetes, higher levels of smoking, alcohol abuse, infant mortality, 
cancer, heart disease and strokes. 

 Mental health issues and the linked issue of social isolation are also of concern to local 
residents. 

 Castle Vale has a strong community sector with many active voluntary and community 
organisations and high levels of volunteering, although there is concern of a generation 
gap. 

 The appearance of the Vale and the quality of green spaces is seen as one of the big 
benefits of the years of regeneration and something that residents want to maintain. Air 
quality, litter, dog fouling and fly tipping remain important areas for action to prevent 
matters slipping back. 

 There are concerns that residents’ ability to access facilities out of the area is limited. 
Public transport links out of the area are not strong and do not meet local resident 
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demand.  Car ownership is also relatively low. There are also concerns that some elderly 
people living on the edge of Castle Vale are isolated from life at the neighbourhood’s heart.  

 While crime rates had been reducing over many years to below the Birmingham average, 
with fear of crime also reducing, there are signs that some categories of crime may be 

increasing and that there remain concerns about anti-social behaviour.  

Assessment of the Strengths, Challenges and Opportunities for Castle Vale   

Through the community conference, discussions with individual partners, the community 
research we have undertaken and what we know from our experience of partnership working, 
we have a good understanding of the strengths, challenges and opportunities in Castle Vale.  
This understanding has informed our policy priorities and partnership action plan. This 
assessment was shaped by partners and community representatives at the Community 
Conference in July 2017.  

Strengths  

 A strong neighbourhood identity protected by an effective green barrier and with a lower crime 
rate than the surrounding ward and other similar neighbourhoods creating a feeling of a pleasant 

and safe neighbourhood. 
 Close proximity to the economic powerhouse of Jaguar Land Rover, Fort Dunlop and other clusters 

of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)/retail units within two miles each way of the 
neighbourhood.  

 A new ward boundary just for Castle Vale from May 2018 with a single councillor elected for four 

years creating clear accountability building on the strong identity already in place. 
 A comprehensive range of local services including a local housing office, advice services, community 

library, community pool, a football stadium, green flag centre park, Farnborough Field – with 
allotments, a conservation area, stables, recycling social enterprise, health, employment, youth and 

community regeneration, community space. 

 An array of cultural, sporting, faith, community and recreational opportunities available locally 
enabling positive social interaction. 

 Sustained community leadership on the different boards of the community-based anchor 
organisations operating in Castle Vale and through resident participation and engagement at the 

heart local service delivery. 
 A strong voluntary sector with organisations working together on key issues such as funding and 

engagement in the development and delivery of the neighbourhood plan. 

 Legacy funding for a neighbourhood fundraiser. 

Challenges  

 Meeting local housing needs and demand including affordable, rented and home ownership options 

 Overall number of residents in low skills employment. 
 Overall number of residents without requisite qualifications and skills to progress in the jobs market. 

 Higher than city levels of health inequalities with residents finding their day-to-day activities limited 

by poor health and with lower life expectations.  Health issues of particular concern include obesity, 
diabetes, levels of smoking, alcohol abuse, infant mortality, cancer, heart disease and strokes. 

 Higher than city average numbers of residents on benefits exacerbated by the impact of welfare 
reform. 

 High level of children and families in poverty (measured at households on 60% median national 
incomes). 

 Higher than city average level of unemployment and youth unemployment. 

 Higher than city, though less than the rest of Tyburn ward, of crime and Anti-Social Behaviour. 
 Sustaining and improving quality of neighbourhood cleanliness, rubbish dumping and litter 

 Meeting the needs of young people and older people on Castle Vale. 
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Opportunities: 

 To work with all schools and educational providers to improve educational attainment over a 
sustained 12 year period. This includes using the opportunities around the new build Greenwood 

Academy. 

 To develop further multiple uses and better management of Farnborough Fields as a shared asset 
delivering multiple outcomes – environmental, health & wellbeing, leisure, community and 

economic. 
 To develop a relationship with businesses in the wider economic periphery of Castle Vale between 

and building stronger links between schools and skills providers and employers to improve local 
employment and better quality skilled jobs. 

 To develop Castle Vale as a green and sustainable neighbourhood underpinned by effective 

environmental management practices across the asset base held by partners and residents. 
 To improve the housing offer, including the new development opportunities on the old Greenwood 

site, the Police Station, good localised housing management and support services on health and 

wellbeing.  
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5. The Vision and Strategy – Where We Are Going  

 

Our Vision  

There are many elements to our vision and overall they contribute to the bigger goal of a 
happier, healthier, greener, safer and more prosperous neighbourhood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the heart of our plan is a vision around eradicating child poverty. Our calculations show 
that one in ten residents is a child living in poverty. Whilst, we accept that it may not be 
possible to deliver the vision in the 12 years leading to 2030 it is our intention to campaign 
and deliver significant progress around our overriding objective. 

In addition to the above there are a number of other idealisms contributing to our complete 
vision. Our aim is that come 2030 the following will be true: 

 Castle Vale will be a neighbourhood that meets people’s needs and aspirations throughout 
their lives and where everyone’s life chances and wellbeing are being improved. 

 Castle Vale’s assets and amenities will be protected, sustained and developed. 
 Castle Vale will be better connected to the city centre and onwards to other cities via HS2 

connecting people with access to learning and employment. 
 Castle Vale will have improved Air Quality, within and especially in the immediate area 

surrounding Castle Vale, making it more pleasant and easy for residents to travel to work 
and to shop.  

 Castle Vale will see reduced fuel and water poverty amongst residents.    
 Castle Vale will have better access to education for people of all ages, together with access 

to specialist skills development. 
 Residents of Castle Vale will be able to develop their careers and have the opportunity of 

breaking out of the rut of being stuck in the lowest grade of jobs.  
 There will be better opportunities for residents of Castle Vale to improve their housing 

opportunities, meet their housing needs and for improve family life and wellbeing.  
 Castle Vale residents will contribute to the workforce within northeast Birmingham and 

beyond.  

Vision

1. A Healthier, 
Happier, Greener, 

Safer and More 
Prosperous 

Neighbourhood

2. A Neighbourhood 
that Contributes 

Positively to 
Birmingham and 
West Midland’s 

Future
3. A long term 

commitment to 
tackling Children 

and Family Poverty

Commented [KW2]: If we change the target from improved air 
quality to implementing best practice does this need to change? 
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 Castle Vale will have been a NEET free1 neighbourhood during the lifetime of the 
Neighbourhood Plan.  

 Community organisations operating on and for Castle Vale will have expanded their 
activities and have a sustainable future.   

 Castle Vale will see increased investment through the activities of a neighbourhood 
fundraiser employed to support community organisations operating in and for the benefit 
of residents living in the area.  

 Castle Vale will have good quality, well maintained housing stock maintained through 
planned investment that meets the profile of housing needs. 

 Residents of Castle Vale will have the opportunity to access home ownership, supported 
by improved prospects for career progression and employment. 

 Castle Vale will benefit from strong working relationships between public services and 
community organisations. 

 Castle Vale will see sustained community safety standards and performance will have been 
sustained over the lifetime of the plan with effective joint interventions by key agencies 
and community groups. 

 Castle Vale will have improved environmental management of all green amenity spaces 
and communal areas. 

 Residents of Castle Vale will contribute to higher rates of recycling and litter management 
and will have a greater understanding of issues affecting the environment. 

 Farnborough Fields Nature Reserve will have biodiversity plans enabling wildlife to flourish 
and be a centre serving a wider area alongside local schools and residents.  

 Vale Fest will have grown into a self-funding annual Summer Festival celebrating Castle 
Vale. 

 Local democracy and neighbourhood engagement will have developed in Castle Vale over 
three four year tenures of a single Councillor representing the ward of Castle Vale.  

 A new generation of active residents – that is truly representative – engaged in the 
community management of the neighbourhood. 

Our Strategy 

Moving To a More Targeted Approach  

Work will be undertaken in the first quarter of 2018 on analysis of the subsections that make 
up Castle Vale, both geographically and socially. Work will be done to understand how we can 
better target different areas and groups within Castle Vale, thus leading to a more focussed 
partnership approach that can impact the development of Castle Vale throughout the lifetime 
of the neighbourhood plan.  
 
Prevention, Early Intervention and Family Support 

Over the last 15 years, through the two Neighbourhood Plans, many of the activities and 
programmes commissioned and delivered have sought to take an early intervention approach. 
These interventions are designed to invest ‘upstream’ bringing about behavioural change that 
stops issues becoming problems later in life and a drain on the public purse.  

                                                           
1 NEET stands for ‘Not in Employment, Education or Training’ and is usually looked at for the 18-25 age group.  Incidents of 
NEETS will inevitably occur during the lifetime of the plan arise but these will be managed into EET within a period of 6 
months.  
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One of our key initiatives in the first phase of the plan is to develop an approach to reducing 
the exposure of young people to adverse childhood experiences and the long-term harm this 
brings about.

An Increased Focus on Skills Development and Partnering with Businesses, 
Schools and Parents. 

The rapidly changing technological demands on life and work, together with high 
unemployment and the extent of in-work poverty, emphasise the importance of skills 
development and clearing pathways to well-paid jobs.  These were given prominence in 
previous neighbourhood plans, but their importance for Castle Vale is even greater now.  The 
opportunities for doing better in this arena are also there with a growing, positive dialogue 
with local businesses, the new Greenwood Academy building combined with a school 
leadership committed to improving young people’s life chances by working in partnership with 
others, and Castle Vale parents hungry to engage in improving the education of their children.   
These pressures and opportunities necessitate a strategic emphasis in this area of work.

Better Profiling of Castle Vale for Neighbourhood Investment 

The Endowment Trust Fund completes its grant programme at the end of December 2017. As 
part of an approach to delivering legacy and continuation of neighbourhood investment the 
Trust, in partnership with the Pioneer Group, has made a final and significant allocation of 
£150,000 to shape a Neighbourhood Investment Plan and deliver this through a 
neighbourhood fundraiser role.  

Tackling Child Poverty  

Over 1,000 children are estimated to live in child poverty in Castle Vale. The Department for 
Work and Pensions produces an annual publication – Households Below Average Income 
(HBAI) that provides an income threshold for measuring relative income poverty.  HBAI 
publishes the proportion of households below 60 per cent of the national median income. 
These have been accessed at a 
ward level for Tyburn and 
estimated for Castle Vale out of 
this, which has given us the 
above figure. In terms of our 
strategic approach we suggest 
that through the range of 
partnership policies and actions 
in part two of the plan that 
tackling child poverty will make 
a critical difference on a range 
of outcomes.  The diagram to 
the right is reproduced from the 
6th Edition of Poverty: The 
Facts2, and illustrates the wider 
life impacts of child poverty:  

 

                                                           
2 Poverty the Facts, 6th edition, 2017 Child Poverty Action Group 
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Social Sustainability Framework – Light Touch Assessment for Castle Vale  

Social sustainability is a process for creating sustainable, successful places that promote 
wellbeing, by understanding what people need from the places they live and work. Social 
sustainability combines design of the physical realm with design of the social world – 
infrastructure to support social and cultural life, systems for citizen engagement and space 
for people and places to evolve. 

A light touch self-assessment of how Castle Vale currently scores across the seven elements 
of the social sustainability framework taking account of policies set out in this neighbourhood 
plan would suggest that there is a strong fit with the model. The table of analysis can be 
found in the full length version of the plan. The diagram below sets out the seven key elements 
for social sustainability in place:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neighbourhood Initiatives Planned to 2020  

The key initiatives planned for the first year of the neighbourhood plan are 
summarised below.  Further references to these are made in the policy priorities and 
partner actions in Part 2 of the plan.   

1. Neighbourhood Child Poverty Truth Commission – truth commissions have been 
undertaken in Scotland, Lancashire and elsewhere in Birmingham.  This truth commission 
will focus on child poverty in a neighbourhood setting on Castle Vale. It will be led directly 
by members of households who are in or have experienced child poverty together with 
leading practitioners supporting. The Truth Commission will present their findings to the 
Neighbourhood Partnership with the aim of kick-starting our approach to taking a long-
term approach to tackling child poverty.   
 

2. Neighbourhood Learning Alliance – our learning alliance proposes to bring all learning 
and skills providers operating within Castle Vale together with an absolute focus of taking 
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children through early years, primary, secondary, further education and skills through 
pathways for future success in employment and life. The alliance will be light touch based 
on mutual cooperation, respectful of the reporting and accounting lines of each provider 
and focussed on working with cohorts of learners as they progress, sharing knowledge 
and best practice and potentially supported by resources leveraged by the neighbourhood 
fundraiser.    
 

3. Castle Vale Neighbourhood Deal – the neighbourhood deal draws on the model of a 
community deal developed by Oldham Council. The principles are fairly simple with a 
reciprocal mutual agreement between those agencies providing services to communities 
and the offer those communities themselves can make. For example, a number of agencies 
will be engaged in delivering clean and green services in Castle Vale and the residents, 
visitors and stakeholders of Castle Vale through their actions also contribute to the 
effectiveness of these services by adopting the positive behaviours that minimise the 
demand for services such a slitter picking. We will through a joint working party approach 
and produce and agree a neighbourhood deal. 
 

4. Castle Vale Neighbourhood Charter – the charter will be a long term commitment 
which partners from the public, voluntary, community and private sector sign up on the 
principle that partnership working at a neighbourhood level can produce better outcomes 
rather than working as separate organisations. It will be a shared commitment to the 
policies and partner actions identified in the community plan. 
 

5. Castle Vale Voluntary Sector Forum – there is already on-going liaison between some 
of the larger charities operating on Castle Vale on projects of mutual benefit for example 
the legacy neighbourhood funding programme. The Forum would be open to all charitable 
organisations, large and small operating on Castle Vale focussing on approaches to 
ensuring on-going infrastructure funding, joint approaches to funding and forming funding 
consortia alongside the neighbourhood fundraiser. 
 

6. Neighbourhood Investment Prospectus and Fundraiser – forming the legacy to the 
investment provided by the Endowment Trust Fund. The funding prospectus will set out a 
profile of Castle Vale, including the policy priorities set out in the neighbourhood plan, the 
key voluntary and community organisations and opportunities for funders to invest in 
place, community and people. The neighbourhood fundraiser will work to develop 
voluntary and community sector funding consortia and to advise individual organisations 
and groups on funding opportunities. The aim is to leverage at least £1.5m over the next 
five years for local projects. 
 

7. Sustainable Neighbourhood Partnership Arrangements – this initiative will seek to 
ensure a further decade of partnership working and planning at a neighbourhood level.  
 

8. Farnborough Fields Partnership – this partnership will bring together the agencies 
managing the conservation area, stables, allotments, play area, stadium and pitches and 
greenwood academy with a view to improving the common stewardship of the Fields, 
engage user groups, bring new investment particularly around wellbeing and sustainability 
and maximise usage by residents and stakeholders. 
 

9. Adverse Childhood Experiences Pathfinder – to develop a preventative and 
collaborative intervention programme seeking to reduce the impact of ACES on individuals, 
households and the wider neighbourhood. To seek funding to deliver this through the 
neighbourhood fundraiser.   
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10. Targeted Intervention Analysis – to develop a clearer understanding of how to better 

target resources and interventions in relation to place and people.  This will seek to map 
out using a variety of data sources the households who demonstrate the highest level of 
need and those that have greatest call on neighbourhood services across agencies. The 
aim will be to develop insight to inform collaborative cross partnership working alongside 
preventative intervention.  

 
11. Public 2 Business Dialogue – this will aim to develop greater connectivity between the 

Castle Vale skills pipeline and local business requirements in the surrounding areas. This 
will be include a high level conversation led by the Independent Chair of NPB, senior 
stakeholders with local business leaders.  

 
12. Neighbourhood Observatory and Archive – through potential external funding 

investigate potential for setting up a neighbourhood archive of historic and current 
research generated by different agencies.
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PART 2: Delivering the Vision  

Summary of Approach 

 

To deliver the long-term vision for 2030 the plan is underpinned by: 

 Four key objectives for Economy, Community, Environment, Health and Wellbeing with 16 
delivery themes (three for Economy, five for Community, six for Environment and two for 
health and wellbeing). 
 

 A clear delivery timeframe in four three-year planning cycles, each with an annual delivery 
plan.  
 

 A number of partnership policy priorities (PPP) for each theme both long term and for 
each three-year cycle. 
 

 A number of annual key partner actions (KPAs). 
 

 A set of neighbourhood outcome measures and key achievement indicators. These are 
organised into the plan’s four delivery themes of Economy, Community, Environment and 
Health & Wellbeing, though some of these will be cross cutting and contribute to more 
than one theme. These will describe what ‘good’ looks like.  
 

 Clear understanding of the plan accountability and performance arrangements for 
reporting for PPP’s, KPA’s and NOMs.  

Key Objectives and Delivery Themes  

The four key objectives and delivery themes for the neighbourhood plan include: 

 Economy 
 

 Community  
 

 Environment 
 

 Heath & Wellbeing

Framework for Delivery  

The neighbourhood plan has set out a framework for translating the vision and strategy into 
real outcomes through the following: 

 Partnership Policy Priorities  
 

 Partnership Action Plan  
 

 Neighbourhood Outcome Measures  
 

 Key Achievement Indicators and Targets 
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Neighbourhood Plan Delivery Timetable  

 

The plan is organised in four three year delivery phases each with three annual delivery 
periods organised around the business cycle of the NPB running and on a calendar year cycle 
from 1st January to 31st December with the first phase starting in 2018, second phase in 2021, 
third phase 2024 and fourth phase in 2027. 

Phase 1:  
1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2020  

Annual Delivery Year 1 
1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2018 

Annual Delivery Year 2 
1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2019 

Annual Delivery Year 3 
1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2020 

Phase 2: 
1 January 2021 to 31 
December 2023 

Annual Delivery Year 4 
1 January 2021 to 31 
December 2021 

Annual Delivery Year 5 
1 January 2021 to 31 
December 2022 

Annual Delivery Year 6 
1 January 2021 to 31 
December 2023 

Phase 3: 
1 January 2024 to 31 
December 2026 

Annual Delivery Year 7 
1 January 2024 to 31 
December 2026 

Annual Delivery Year 8 
1 January 2024 to 31 
December 2027 

Annual Delivery Year 9 
1 January 2024 to 31 
December 2028 

Phase 4: 
1 January 2027 to 31 
December 2029 

Annual Delivery Year 10 
1 January 2027 to 31 
December 2027 

Annual Delivery Year 11 
1 January 2027 to 31 
December 2028 

Annual Delivery Year 12 
1 January 2027 to 31 
December 2029 

 

Policy, Actions and Delivery  

 
This section sets out our clear policy priorities, the shared partnership actions we are 
committing to and the outcome and achievement measures designed to measure our success.   

Partnership Policy Priorities (PPPs) for the first Phase from 1st January 2018 – 31st 
December 2022 

The policy priorities and our overarching policy priority on child poverty below are based on 
our assessment of need and opportunities together with consultation feedback on priorities 
across the four delivery themes with an additional one overarching partnership development 
priority. These policy priorities will assist and steer investors, policy makers and service 
providers in making decisions on how they engage in Castle Vale and how they can make a 
better impact. In particular, they will provide the neighbourhood fundraiser clear priorities for 
developing consortia applications for funding.  
 

Overarching Policy Priority: To work with target families to support them in lifting themselves out of the 

defined poverty threshold over the lifetime on the plan.  

Policy Priority 1: To develop a sustainable Neighbourhood Partnership including infrastructure support and resources beyond 

2020 to oversee further development and oversight of the neighbourhood plan.  

Policy Priority 2: To develop a Neighbourhood Investment Prospectus and appoint a neighbourhood fundraiser 

Policy Priority 3: To develop a Neighbourhood Charter setting out partners’ long-term commitment to collaboration, 

prevention and targeted working. 

Policy Priority 4: Develop an on-going approach to collecting and disseminating data on neighbourhood needs, research and 

survey material. In particular to develop evidence and understanding on how best to intervene through a targeted approach to 

place and people. 

Policy Priority 5: To develop a neighbourhood learning alliance creating a strong collaborative pathway to learning from early 

years, primary, secondary and further education, including adult education. 

Priority 6: To develop further community and family learning opportunities within Castle Vale. 
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Policy Priority 7: To develop a plan and programme for advancing low skills in Castle Vale including the potential Step Up 4 

Community Learning ESF programme. 

Policy Priority 8: To develop further programmes supporting activity to take young people Not in Education, Employment and 

Training (NEET) into Education, Employment and Training (EET). 

Policy Priority 9: To develop a stronger links between residents on Castle Vale and the surrounding economic hinterland 

including Castle Bromwich Jag, Fort Dunlop, Fort Retail and the micro clusters of SMEs in this area.  

Policy Priority 10: To develop further the Castle Vale Business Group. 

Strategic Priority 11: To develop an enterprise hub serving Castle Vale and its economic hinterland.  

Policy Priority 12: To develop the Careers IAG offer across Castle Vale and secure programme funding to support it. 

Policy Priority 13: To take forward the conclusions of the NPBs working group on Community Council. 

Policy Priority 14: To take forward ward working in the context of the new ward boundaries and single councillor ward. 

Policy Priority 15: To improve two-way communications with residents and neighbourhood stakeholders using a variety of 

methods. 

Policy Priority 16: To widen and diversify resident consultation, engagement and participation. 

Policy Priority 17: To build on the community research model established to inform this plan of community research growing 

resident volunteer researchers. 

Policy Priority 18: To continue with the culture and practice of resident led governance within the NPB and other core 

community anchor organisations. 

Policy Priority 19: To develop a Castle Vale Neighbourhood Deal setting out what partners will do for residents and service 

users and what the community and residents will do in return. 

Policy Priority 20: To take forward the Legacy approach to ETF through an External Fundraiser. 

Policy Priority 21: To establish a voluntary sector forum coordinating funding, programme delivery and infrastructure 

support. 

Policy Priority 22: To support community capacity building through access to community facilities and spaces, infrastructure 

support and advice. 

Policy Priority 23: To promote a long-term approach to social sustainability on Castle Vale.  

Policy Priority 20: To develop Farnborough Fields as a green amenity providing a range of community services as a public 

open space, allotments, stables, and conservation area, football stadium and play area. 

Policy Priority 24: To raise the status of the conservation area on Farnborough fields to a Nature Reserve thereby giving this 

space added protection.  

Policy Priority 25: To bid for funding to enable the redevelopment of the disused astro pitch adjacent the Stadium to include 

green landscaping, running, walking and cycling amenity.  

Policy Priority 26: To develop a volunteers and Friends of Farnborough Fields group linked to the Community Environmental 

Trust. 

Policy Priority 27: To develop better environmental stewardship and management of Farnborough fields including 

partnership working from the agencies delivering amenity services including Birmingham City Council, Community 

Environmental Trust, Compass Support/Pioneer Group, Allotments User Group. 

Policy Priority 28: To maximise the value, amenity use, protection of open green spaces and parks on Castle Vale including 

Centre Park, all open spaces, Wagtail Walk, play areas, works of public art. 

Policy Priority 29: To work with partners to establish a long-term approach to environmental management when the Green 

Dowry legacy funding expires to ensure sustainability. 
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Policy Priority 30: To continue to support the Forest Schools partnership between CET and Castle Vale Nursery and Primary 

Schools through external funding support beyond the subsidy secured until 2019. 

Policy Priority 31: To retain green amenity space within the footprint of the new development on the old school site. 

Policy Priority 32: To develop a biodiversity plan for Castle Vale. 

Policy Priority 33: To continue with partnership approaches on Castle Vale that support community safety including a 

sustainable approach to CCTV, neighbourhood tasking and Vale Watch. 

Policy Priority 34: To encourage all partners to adopt sustainable environmental friendly approaches to asset and amenity 

management. 

Policy Priority 35: To encourage all partners and residents to develop effective planned and reactive maintenance of amenity 

assets including residential housing. 

Policy Priority 36: To develop additional housing choice taking account housing need projections within Castle Vale to 

provide a range of housing opportunities and choices for residents and those wishing to live in Castle Vale. 

Policy Priority 37: To support the preservation and protection of Green Space including Farnborough Fields, Centre Park, 

Wagtail Walk and other miscellaneous communal green.   

 Policy Priority 38: To develop a pathfinder approach tackling the Impact of Adverse Childhood Exposure to improve the 

health and wellbeing of young people. 

Policy Priority 39: To develop the Stadium, Centre Park, Farnborough Fields, Community Pool, Greenwood Academy Sports 

Hall as the focus of a comprehensive indoor and outdoor wellbeing offer. 

Policy Priority 40: To develop the Get Healthy Get Working offer across Castle Vale and secure programme funding to 

support it. 

Policy Priority 41: To develop the Family Support offer across Castle Vale and secure programme funding to support it. 

Partnership Action Plan for Phase One: 1st January 2018 – 31st December 2020.  

The Partnership Action Plan summarises planned partnership activity over the first delivery 
period from 1st January 2018 to 31st December 2022. These will be based on the Policy 
Priorities set out above and organised against the four key objectives and one overarching 
partnership development objective. Overall it is anticipated that there will be around 30-40 
manageable partnership actions for each delivery year. Some actions will conclude within an 
annual cycle with others extending in year two and year three of the planning phase.  
The detailed action plan is in the full version. 

Draft Neighbourhood Outcome Measures and Improvement Targets 

The first table below identifies a range of possible Neighbourhood Outcome Measures (NOMS), 
59 in total. These are grouped under the four key objectives and respective delivery theme.  
Improving performance across the as many of these as possible will clearly contribute to 
delivering the vision for the neighbourhood plan and part of our strategic approach is to 
encourage and support the partners who have primary responsibility to continuously improve 
or at least to sustain performance levels and stop any deterioration in performance. The 
outcome are in the full version. 

Draft Key Indicators and Improvement Targets 

These draft indicators are subject to consultation with partners prior to final agreement of 

the final neighbourhood plan in March 2018. 
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Key Neighbourhood 
Achievement Indicator 
 

Target to 
2020 

Target to 
2023 

Target to 
2026 

Target to 
2030 

1. To work with target 

families to support them 
in lifting themselves out 

of the defined poverty 

threshold over the 
lifetime on the plan. 

Baseline: 

 
30 households 

less. 

 

 
40 households 

less. 

 

 
50 households 

less. 

 

 
60 households 

less. 

2. Sustained and improved 

performance on KS2 
SAT’s. 

 

Sustained on 

2018 position 

Improved 5% on 

2018 position 

Improved 7.5% 

on 2018  

Improved 10% 

on 2018  

3. Improve and sustain 

overall performance in 

SVQ/NVQ 3 and uplift 
GCSE grades D-G to C 

and above.  
 

Sustained on 

2018 position 

Improved 5% on 

2018 position 

Improved 7.5% 

on 2018 

Improved 10% 

on 2018 

 

4. NEET score – to aim for 

a zero over the lifetime 

of the Neighbourhood 

Plan and no more than 2 

per academic year or 

less than 20 over the 

lifetime of the plan. 

 

Sustain at less 

than 5 

Sustain at less 

than 5 

Sustain at less 

than 5 

Sustain at less 

than 5 
 

5. Reduce the overall 
unemployment level 

amongst Castle Vale 
residents to the city 

average over the lifetime 

of the plan. 
 

Baseline:  
 

Sustain at 
2018 position  

 
 

1 per cent 
reduction on 

2018 

 
 

3 per cent 
reduction on 

2018  

 
 

5 per cent 
reduction on 

2018 

6. Reduce overall Youth 
Unemployment amongst 

Castle Vale residents to 

the city average over the 
lifetime of the plan. 

 

Baseline:  
 

Sustain at 

2018 position 

 
 

1 per cent 

reduction on 
2018 

 
 

3 per cent 

reduction on 
2018 

 
 

5 per cent 

reduction on 
2018 

7. Increase number of 
residents moving from 

low Skills, low Paid 
Employment to more 

skilled, higher paid 
employment.  

 

Baseline:  
 

Sustain at 
2018 position 

 

 
 

Improvement by 
3 per cent  

 
 

Improvement by 
5 per cent  

 
 

Improvement by 
7.5% 

8. Reduce overall level of 
child poverty in Castle 

Vale over the lifetime of 

the plan. 
 

Baseline:  
 

Sustain at 

2018 position 
 

 
 

3 per cent less 

households 

 
 

5 per cent less 

households 
 

 
 

15 per cent less 

households 

                                                           
3 Level 1 vocational awards, IVQ Technician certificate, IVQ Diploma, Level 1 International Awards 
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Key Neighbourhood 
Achievement Indicator 
 

Target to 
2020 

Target to 
2023 

Target to 
2026 

Target to 
2030 

9. Neighbourhood 

Investment – funds 
raised and organisations 

supported (contributing 

to NOM 21). 
 

First year 

target: 
£250,000  

First phase: 

£1,00,000 

To sustain as 

self-funding at 
£500,000 per 

phase 

 
 

To sustain as 

self-funding at 
£500,000 per 

phase 

 

10. Evidence of sustained 

strong social capital 
(utilising the Social Life 

model of mapping 
national data sets). 

 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of 

each three-
year cycle to 

bring 
performance 

to city 

average.  
 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average.  

 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average.  

 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average.  

 

 

11. To narrow the gap over 

the lifetime of the plan 
on life expectancy to the 

Birmingham City 
average.   

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of 

each three-
year cycle to 

bring 
performance 

to city 

average 
 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average 

Improvements 

determined at 
the end of each 

three-year cycle 
to bring 

performance to 
city average 

 

12. To keep crime and ASB 

to current 2018 
benchmarks or below. 

 

TBC    

 

13. To improve air quality 
within Castle Vale and 

the Spitfire macro 
neighbourhood over the 

lifetime of the plan. 
 

TBC    
 

 
Performance management of the Neighbourhood Plan  

The Neighbourhood Partnership will take responsibility for tracking and evaluating progress 
on the delivery of the plan vision, policy priorities and partner actions.  

It will be partly responsible for tracking some of the key achievement indicators and 
neighbourhood outcome measures taking full responsibility for those it owns and commissions 
and indirect responsibility for tracking those where individual agencies own the indicators and 
services delivering them.  

The Neighbourhood Partnership will take a light touch quarterly report and a full annual 
monitoring and evaluation report. Once the annual report is agreed at NPB at its annual 
general meeting in September it will hold a Community conference and report on progress to 
residents and stakeholders.  


